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Representativeness of the European social partner
 organisations: Inland water transport – Netherlands

The aim of this representativeness study is to identify the respective national and supranational
 actors (i.e. trade unions and employer organisations) in the field of industrial relations in the inland
 water transport industry in the Netherlands. In order to determine their relative importance in the
 sector’s industrial relations, this study will, in particular, focus on their representational quality as
 well as on their role in collective bargaining.

1. Sectoral properties

Table 1: Profile of inland water transport industry

 1995 2006

Number of employers 4,470 3,375

Aggregate employment* n.a. n.a.

Male employment* n.a. n.a.

Female employment* n.a. n.a.

Aggregate employees 5,900 6,300 (2005)

Male employees 5,300 5,300 (2005)

Female employees 600 1,000 (2005)

Aggregate sectoral employment as % of total
 employment in economy n.a. n.a.

Aggregate sectoral employees as % of total
 number of employees in economy

0.1%

Total is 5,677,400

0.1% (2005)

Total is 6,795,400

Notes: * Employees plus self-employed persons and temporary agency workers. n.a. = not available.

Source: Central Office for Statistics (Centraal Bureau voor de statistiek, CBS)

2. The sector’s trade unions and employer associations

This section includes the following trade unions and employer organisations:

1. trade unions which are party to sector-related collective bargaining;

2. trade unions which are a member of the sector-related European federation, the European
 Transport Workers’ Federation (ETF) – Inland Navigation Section;

3. employer organisations which are party to sector-related collective bargaining;

4. employer organisations or business associations which are a member of the sector-related
 European business federations, the European Barge Union (EBU) and the European Skippers
 Organisation (ESO).
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2a Data on the trade unions

2a.1 Type of membership (voluntary vs. compulsory)

Voluntary.

2a.2 Formal demarcation of membership domain (e.g. blue-collar workers, private sector
 workers, water transport employees, etc)

There is no formal demarcation of the membership domain.

2a.3 Number of union members (i.e. the total number of members of the union as a whole)

Nautilus is a member of the Allied Unions (FNV Bondgenoten), affiliated to the Dutch Federation of
 Trade Unions (Federatie Nederlandse Vakbeweging, FNV). FNV Bondgenoten’s total membership was
 about 470,000 persons in 2007.

The Industry, Food and Transport Workers’ Union (CNV Bedrijvenbond), affiliated to the Christian
 Trade Union Federation (Christelijk Nationaal Vakverbond, CNV), is the second trade union active in
 the sector. CNV Bedrijvenbond’s total membership was around 90,000 persons in 2007.

2a.4 Number of union members in the sector

Of the 6,000 Nautilus union members in total, an estimated 800 persons work in the sector.

CNV Bedrijvenbond has an estimated total of about 270 members in the inland water transport
 industry.

The number of trade union members in river cruising – NACE 61.204, according to the General
 industrial classification of economic activities within the European Communities (Nomenclature
 générale des activités économiques dans les Communautés européennes, NACE) – is negligible. It is
 restricted to captains and officers, while most of the other personnel – mainly doing work relevant
 to the hotels and restaurants sector – are not represented. River ferries are organised in the public
 transport sector.

2a.5 Female union members as a percentage of total union membership

Estimated at no more than 1% or 2%.

2a.6 Domain density: total number of members of the union in relation to the number of
 potential members as demarcated by the union domain (see 2a.2)

The total membership of the two trade unions in the sector is 1,070 persons. The total number of
 employees in the trade union domain is 6,500 minus 1,900 persons; river cruisers (NACE 61.204)
 are excluded. Of these 4,600 employees, 1,070 workers are unionised – that is, about 23%. The
 Nautilus respondent for this study estimates that the trade union density is average in the sector, as
 the Dutch average is around 25%. This proportion is different to sea and coastal water transport,
 where the density is very high, at 80%.

2a.7 Sectoral density: total number of members of the union in the sector in relation to the
 number of employees in the sector, as demarcated by the NACE definition

n.a.

2a.8 Sectoral domain density: total number of members of the union in the sector in
 relation to the number of employees which work in that part of the sector as covered by
 the union domain

n.a.

2a.9 Does the union conclude collective agreements?

Yes.

2a.10 For each association, list their affiliation to higher-level national, European and
 international interest associations (including cross-sectoral associations)

Nautilus – through FNV Bondgenoten – is affiliated to FNV and is a member of ETF and the
 International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF).

CNV Bedrijvenbond, affiliated to CNV, is also a member of ETF.

2b Data on the employer associations
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2b.1 Type of membership (voluntary vs. compulsory)

Voluntary.

2b.2 Formal demarcation of membership domain (e.g. SMEs, small-scale crafts/industry,
 (inland) water transport enterprises, etc)

There is no formal demarcation, so membership may overlap. Nevertheless, the organisations have
 members of different types.

The Central Office for Rhine and Inland Waterways (Centraal Bureau voor Rijn en Binnenvaart,
 CBRB) mainly organises the larger companies.
The Association for Towing and Tugging on the Rhine and IJssel (Vereniging voor Sleep en
 Duwbooteigenaren Rijn and Ijssel, VSDRIJ) mainly represents smaller companies.
The Christian Union for Inland Shipping Entrepreneurs (Christelijke Bond voor Ondernemers in
 de Binnenvaart, CBOB) consists primarily of self-employed persons.
The General Skippers Association (Algemene Schippersvereniging, ASV) mainly organises very
 small companies of one to three persons.
The Independent Dutch Skippers Union (Onafhankelijke Nederlandse Schippersvakbond, ONS)
 also mainly represents very small companies of one to three persons.

NACE 61.204 (river cruising) is mainly organised within CBRB.

2b.3 Number of member companies (i.e. the total number of members of the association
 as a whole)

There are an estimated total of about 1,250 member companies in the domain.

NACE 61.204 comprises 745 companies, according to CBS, whereas the CBRB respondent counts 220
 enterprises. Of these companies, 65 enterprises are members of CBRB; these are mainly large
 companies. The small companies are organised in VSDRIJ, CBOB, ASV and ONS; they represent
 about one hundred skippers each (see also Question 4).

2b.4 Number of member companies in the sector

n.a.

2b.5 Number of employees working in member companies (i.e. the total number of the
 association as a whole)

Some 3,000 employees work in the domain member companies in NACE 61.2, excluding 61.204.

2b.6 Number of employees working in member companies in the sector

n.a.

2b.7 Domain density in terms of companies: total number of member companies of the
 association in relation to the number of potential member companies as demarcated by
 the association’s domain (see 2b.2)

According to the NACE definition (61.2 excluding 61.204), there are 2,630 companies in the domain.
 Some 1,250 companies are members of one of the five employer organisations listed above. Thus,
 the domain density is about 50%.

NACE 61.204 consists of 220 companies, according to the study respondent; 65 enterprises are
 members of CBRB, the employer organisation that mainly organises river cruising companies. The
 discrepancy between the CBS and CBRB data imply that an accountable figure for domain density
 cannot be provided (see also Question 4).

2b.8 Sectoral density in terms of companies: total number of member companies of the
 association in the sector in relation to the number of companies in the sector, as
 demarcated by the NACE definition.

n.a.

2b.9 Sectoral domain density in terms of companies: total number of member companies
 of the association in the sector in relation to the number of companies which operate in
 that part of the sector as covered by the association’s domain

n.a.

Note: 2b.8 and 2b.9 differ if the employer association organises only a particular part of
 the sector.
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n.a.

2b.10 Domain density in terms of employees represented: total number of employees
 working in the association’s member companies in relation to the number of employees
 working in potential member companies, as demarcated by the association’s domain (see
 2b.2)

On the basis of the NACE definition (61.2 excluding 61.204), some 4,400 employees work in the
 domain. According to the CBRB respondent, some 3,000 employees work under the sectoral
 collective agreement at their member companies. Thus, about 70% of the employees are employed
 at an organised company in terms of representation.

2b.11 Sectoral density in terms of employees represented: total number of employees
 working in the association’s member companies in the sector in relation to the number of
 employees in the sector, as demarcated by the NACE definition

n.a.

2b.12 Sectoral domain density in terms of employees represented: total number of
 employees working in the association’s member companies in the sector in relation to the
 number of employees working in companies which operate in that part of the sector as
 covered by the association’s domain

n.a.

2b.13 Does the employer association conclude collective agreements?

Yes, three of the five employer organisations conclude collective agreements: CBRB, VSDRIJ and
 CBOB. In practice, ONS is represented by CBOB in the collective bargaining process, but formally it
 signs agreements. ASV is not recognised as an employer organisation as it has no statutory
 mandate to bind members to decisions.

2b.14 For each association, list their affiliation to higher-level national, European and
 international interest associations (including the cross-sectoral associations).

CBRB is a member of the Confederation of Netherlands Industry and Employers (Vereniging van
 Nederlandse Ondernemingen-Nederlands Christelijk Werkgeversverbond, VNO-NCW) and the
 General Employer Association (Algemene Werkgeversvereniging, AWVN), a VNO-NCW affiliated
 organisation that assists companies in concluding collective agreements. At European level, CBRB is
 a member of EBU.

VSDRIJ and CBOB are members of ESO; ASV and ONS are also members of ESO.

3. Inter-associational relationships

3.1. Please list all trade unions covered by this study whose domains overlap.

Nautilus and CNV Bedrijvenbond.

3.2. Do rivalries and competition exist among the trade unions, concerning the right
 to conclude collective agreements and to be consulted in public policy formulation
 and implementation?

No, on the contrary, the two trade unions cooperate in concluding agreements and in consultations,
 according to the respondent at Nautilus.

3.3. If yes, are certain trade unions excluded from these rights?

n.a.

3.4. Same question for employer associations as 3.1.

CBRB, VSDRIJ, CBOB, ASV and ONS.

3.5. Same question for employer associations as 3.2.

No.

3.6. Same question for employer associations as 3.3.

No. As stated, ONS does not have this right, but this is not disputed by the parties involved.

3.7. Are there large companies or employer associations which refuse to recognise the
 trade unions and to enter collective bargaining?
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No; however, regarding the process of establishing an independent union – Nautilus within FNV –
 employers have raised questions, because FNV still concludes some company agreements. This
 practice has to be ended, in the opinion of all parties involved.

4. The system of collective bargaining

4.1. Sector’s rate of collective bargaining coverage

The estimate is 80% to 100%, as the sectoral agreement is extended. However, sectionalism is an
 issue as river cruisers (NACE 61.204) are excluded.

There are some separate company agreements, but they are negotiated on the basis of the sectoral
 agreement for inland waterways. The company agreements are often more extended and superior.
 NACE 61.204 has no subsector or domain agreement. Company agreements are widespread. In
 some cases, the inland water agreement has been taken as an example. Other companies have
 joined collective agreements from the sector of recreational activities, such as recreation parks and
 zoos, according to the CBRB spokesperson. As noted, river ferries are organised in the public
 transport sector.

The spokesperson for Nautilus explains that inland river cruises have developed from a marginal
 activity to a booming business without any unionisation; collective agreements hardly exist.
 Moreover, labour relations are withdrawn from national rulings and collective agreements as many
 ships sail under a foreign flag with foreign employees. The main work is often seasonal in nature; it
 mostly pertains to the hotels and restaurants sector. These employees are not organised and their
 labour relations are far below Dutch standards. Dutch trade unions have little say in these
 situations. At present, the European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC) and the International Trade
 Union Confederation (ITUC) are assisting Nautilus in tackling the situation. These international trade
 union confederations are more experienced as these types of labour conditions and relations are
 widespread in Europe and the world.

4.2. Relative importance of multi-employer agreements and of single-employer
 agreements as a percentage of the total number of employees covered

There are some company agreements, but the vast majority (about 80%) of employees in NACE
 61.201–61.203 are covered by the inland water agreement, which is an extended sectoral
 agreement.

4.2.1. Is there a practice of extending multi-employer agreements to employers
 who are not affiliated to the signatory employer association

Yes, there is a practice of extending agreements.

4.2.2. If there is a practice of extending collective agreements, is this practice
 pervasive or rather limited and exceptional?

This practice is pervasive.

4.3. List all sector-related multi-employer wage agreements* valid in 2006 (or most
 recent data)

* Only wage agreements which are (re)negotiated on a reiterated basis.

For the notion of ‘sector-related’, see the conceptual remarks in the accompanying briefing note. In
 case of regionally differentiated, parallel agreements, an aggregate answer explaining the pattern
 may be given.

See 4.4.

4.4. List the sector’s three most important collective agreements (single-employer
 or multi-employer agreements) valid in 2006 (or most recent data)

Table 2: Most important agreement in terms of employees covered

Bargaining parties
Scope of agreements

Sectoral Type of employees Territorial

Trade unions: Nautilus FNV,
 CNV Bedrijvenbond

Employer organisations: CBRB,
 CBOB (ONS) and VSDRIJ

Yes All  

This collective agreement for inland water transport came into force on 1 January 2003 for a three-
year period; it expired in 2005. At the time of writing, a new agreement had been proposed but had
 not received approval among the member companies on the employer side. The proposals regarding
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 wages in the rejected agreement were advised to the member companies in the meantime. Both
 social partners plan to conclude a revised, modernised agreement, according to the respondents to
 this study.

5.1. Are the sector’s employer associations and trade unions usually consulted by
 the authorities in sector-specific matters?

Consultation by the authorities on sector-specific issues usually takes place. All organisations –
 Nautilus, CNV Bedrijvenbond, CBRB, CBOB, VSDRIJ, ASV and ONS – are party to the dialogue.
 However, this dialogue has not been very active in recent years as the social partners struggled with
 the new collective agreement, primarily regarding labour conditions. At present, all parties involved
 are aiming to achieve a new collective agreement.

5.2. Do tripartite bodies dealing with sector-specific issues exist?

There are no sector-specific public bodies dealing with sector-specific issues.

6. Statutory regulations of representativeness

6.1. In the case of the trade unions, do statutory regulations exist which establish
 criteria of representativeness which a union must meet, so as to be entitled to
 conclude collective agreements?

No statutory regulations exist with regard to representativeness.

6.2. In the case of the unions, do statutory regulations exist which establish criteria
 of representativeness which a union must meet, so as to be entitled to be consulted
 in matters of public policy and to participate in tripartite bodies?

There are rules on representativeness with regard to participation in the tripartite Social and
 Economic Council (Sociaal Economische Raad, SER) and in the bipartite Labour Foundation
 (Stichting van de Arbeid, STAR). As a result, in these bodies, three trade union federations are
 represented: FNV, CNV and the Federation of Managerial and Professional Staff Unions (Vakcentrale
 voor Middengroepen en Hoger Personeel, MHP).

6.3. Are elections for a certain representational body (e.g. works councils)
 established as criteria for union representativeness?

No.

6.4. Same question for employer associations as 6.1.

No statutory regulations exist with regard to representativeness.

6.5. Same question for employer associations as 6.2.

There are rules on representativeness with regard to participation in the SER and in the STAR. As a
 result, in these bodies, three employer organisations are represented: VNO-NCW, the Dutch
 Federation of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (Midden- en Kleinbedrijf Nederland, MKB-
Nederland) and the Dutch Federation of Agriculture and Horticulture (Land- en Tuinbouw Organisatie,
 LTO-Nederland).

6.6. Are elections for a certain representational body established as criteria for the
 representativeness of employer associations?

No.

7. Commentary

The inland shipping industry is an important sector in the Dutch economy. With respect to
 representativeness, both employers and employees are reasonably well organised; they are
 recognised parties in bargaining and consultation. Jurisdictional disputes and recognition problems
 are not an issue. This study has focused on the transport of goods by water, the main subsector or
 domain in the industry, which is characterised by a relatively high degree of organisation and a
 subsectoral collective agreement.

River cruising companies are an exceptional case; these enterprises have a lower degree of
 organisation. With regard to collective agreements, they are also oriented towards a different sector.
 While some companies conform to the inland waterways collective agreement, other enterprises
 incline more towards collective agreements in the sector of recreational activities. Finally, in the
 growing business of river cruising, companies are increasingly choosing a foreign flag and foreign
 personnel. In this way, companies avoid Dutch rules and regulations in collective agreements.

Marianne Grünell, Hugo Sinzheimer Institute (HSI)
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